
FibaFuse®
The Original 
Paperless Drywall Tape

DRYWALL TAPE

The paper tape 
alternative that 
delivers professional 
performance



FibaFuse® is the original paperless drywall tape that is easy to install and creates 
stronger joints compared to paper tape. The porous design eliminates bubbles and 
blisters, allowing compound to flow through the tape for a stronger bond. 

Fuses with compound to create
stronger joints 
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FibaFuse has an open fiber structure that 
allows the joint compound to penetrate the 
tape, creating a strong bond that dramatically 
reduces the potential for cracks.

FibaFuse® 
500x magnification 

Paper Tape
250x magnification 

EASY TO WORK WITH

SUPERIOR OPTION TO PAPER TAPE

Visit www.fibafuse.com 
for how-to videos and 
application instructions

Also available in 
wide widths!

PART #  ROLL SIZE
ROLL SIZE
(METRIC)

ROLL UPC CASE QTY CASE UPC

FDW9102-U 2-1/6˝ x 75' 52,4mm x 22,8m 038662946473 20 10038662946470

FDW8652-U 2-1/6˝ x 250' 52,4mm x 76,2m 038662931172 10 10038662931490

FDW9101-U 2-1/6˝ x 250' 52,4mm x 76,2m 038662931172 20 10038662946401

FDW8203-U 2-1/6˝ x 500' 52,4mm x 152,4m 038662810132 20 10038662810139

Made in USA

VERSATILE|  Multiple application options - Automatic taping or hand tools. 
Works with any type of compound but we recommend using an all-purpose, 
ready mix type. 

EFFICIENT|  Easy to cut - designed to retain folds for use in inside corners

CONSISTENT|  Will not blister or bubble

STRONGER|  Stronger than paper tape - 24 hrs after applying a 
second coat of compound, FibaFuse crack strength measures 76% 
stronger than paper tape

LIGHTWEIGHT|  The 500ft roll of FibaFuse is 62% lighter than an 
equivalent roll of paper tape

MOLD-RESISTANT|  Scores a perfect "10"  on ASTM D3273 mold test

CERTIFIED|  GREENGUARD [GOLD] - Scientifically proven to have 
low chemical emissions making indoor air quality safer for all


